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I. INTRODUCTION

Cap-and-trade regulatory programs present a significant enforcement challenge. To administer a cap-and-trade program, a regulatory agency needs a full accounting of the emissions from each regulated facility in the program. Assembling such data is costly and resource intensive. In the Clean Air Act’s Title IV Acid Rain Program (Title IV)—the hallmark cap-and-trade program of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to control sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions from power plants—“measuring and monitoring have been the most complex and costly components” of the trading program. The Los Angeles agency that administers the Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM), another longstanding cap-and-trade program, states that “an unanticipated consequence of RECLAIM was the enormous amount of resources it takes to adequately monitor and enforce compliance.”

Cap-and-trade regulation remains the likely instrument of choice for a national program in the United States to regulate the greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change. The cap-and-trade program set forth in the American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES Act), passed by the

---

4 Baird et al., supra note 1, at I-3-6.
House of Representatives in June 2009, would have capped about 85% of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United States and applied to about 7500 entities. Although the ACES Act did not become law due to Senate inaction, a similarly comprehensive cap-and-trade system seems likely to be considered again in the future.

This Article draws on the experience of past cap-and-trade programs to describe and analyze the enforcement challenges that will confront a future U.S. cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases. Part II of the Article describes why accurate emissions data are so critical to the functioning of a cap-and-trade program. Part III discusses how emissions data are obtained. Part IV argues that a comprehensive cap-and-trade program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions should not be enforced by the federal government alone. Rather, a relatively decentralized cooperative federalism approach is called for. Significant roles should also be played by state enforcers, citizen enforcers, and possibly third party verification entities.

II. THE IMPERATIVE OF ACCURATE EMISSIONS DATA

In a cap-and-trade program, accurate emissions data are essential to determining each regulated facility’s compliance. Accurate emissions data also support the market value of the program’s tradable allowances and create confidence in the program’s attainment of its environmental objectives. Yet, at the same time, incentives for facilities to have their emissions undercounted clearly exist, particularly when allowance prices are high.

---

9 See id. at 134.
10 The cap-and-trade program proposed in the ACES Act as well as the existing cap-and-trade programs described in this Article have all primarily regulated emissions “downstream” (i.e., at the level of the individual industrial emitter) rather than “upstream” (i.e., at the level of the fossil fuel producer or importer). See Holly Doremus & W. Michael Hanemann, Of Babies and Bathwater: Why the Clean Air Act’s Cooperative Federalism Framework is Useful for Addressing Global Warming, 50 AM. L. REV. 799, 808–09 (2008). The discussion and analysis in this Article presumes that a future cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases would be similar.
11 As used in the article, the term “enforcement” refers broadly to all actions taken to ensure that actors subject to the law are in compliance. Governmental enforcement consists mainly of identifying and imposing sanctions for violations. See generally DANIEL RIESEL, ENVIRONMENTAL ENFORCEMENT: CIVIL AND CRIMINAL 1-1 to 1-2 (2010).
A. The Compliance Equation

A threshold question in determining whether cap-and-trade is a suitable regulatory approach is whether emissions can be monitored accurately.\(^\text{13}\) To determine whether a regulated facility has complied, the agency must be able to ascertain that the facility has enough allowances to “cover” its emissions at the end of the compliance period.\(^\text{15}\) To do so, it must have an accurate count of the facility’s “mass” emissions—the whole quantity of its emissions over the given reporting period.\(^\text{14}\)

Existing cap-and-trade programs in the United States, such as Title IV\(^\text{16}\) and RECLAIM,\(^\text{17}\) have set the date for the compliance decision to be several weeks to several months after the reporting period ends.\(^\text{18}\) In this so-called reconciliation period,\(^\text{19}\) the facility has time to conduct trading to buy or sell permits as it deems necessary or advantageous. On the compliance date, the facility must surrender the number of permits representing the amount of pollution that it has emitted over the reporting period, or be deemed to be out of compliance.\(^\text{20}\)

B. Market and Environmental Integrity

In the absence of accurate monitoring data, the integrity of the allowance market is compromised. If regulated facilities need fewer

---

\(^{13}\) See Benkovic & Kruger, supra note 5, at 965.

\(^{14}\) Lesley K. McAllister, Putting Persuasion Back in the Equation: Compliance in Cap and Trade Programs, 24 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 299, 301 (2007); see Peeters, supra note 12, at 179 (“One core obligation of an emissions trading scheme is that each covered installation needs to surrender an amount of emission rights which is at least equal to the emissions during a certain well-defined period.”).

\(^{15}\) Office of Air & Radiation, supra note 5, at 3-3 (“Accurate, comprehensive emission data are a cornerstone of a credible and effective cap and trade program.”). Ascertain the number of allowances held requires monitoring and enforcement of the allowance market, a topic that is beyond the scope of this Article. For relevant discussion and analysis, see Matt Bogoshian & Ken Alex, The Essential Role of State Enforcement in the Brave New World of Greenhouse Gas Emission Limits, 27 UCLA J. Envtl. L. & Pol’y 337 (2009).


\(^{18}\) See Swift, supra note 16, at 321 n.47 (ARP); cf McAllister, supra note 17, at 299.

\(^{19}\) Swift, supra note 16, at 404.

\(^{20}\) Napolitano, supra note 16, at 49; see also Swift, supra note 16, at 321 (stating that owners must have sufficient allowances to “cover all emissions for that year”).
allowances to satisfy compliance because their emissions are undercounted, then there will be less demand for allowances in the allowance market, and the value of allowances will be lower. The monitoring data are critical because they determine the number of allowances that a facility has to surrender for compliance, and in turn, the number of allowances that it must buy or that it can sell.

If any portion of a regulated facility’s emissions is not included in the mass emissions count that is used to determine compliance, then the emissions reduction incentives created by the program are reduced. Most directly, the emissions reduction incentives for the facility that is able to avoid reporting some of its emissions are reduced; the facility has less incentive to spend money on emissions reductions if it can simply report lower emissions. This is also the case in a traditional environmental regulatory program. Poorly monitored facilities will not be subject to the types of agency actions that would have otherwise given those facilities the incentive to reduce their emissions.

In a cap-and-trade program, however, the ability of one participating facility to cheat affects not just its own incentives but also the incentives of all other facilities in the program. In a traditional environmental regulatory program, a poorly monitored facility’s ability to avoid emissions reductions would have no effect on the incentives faced by a well monitored facility in the same traditional environmental regulatory program. In a cap-and-trade program, in contrast, the two become interrelated. The poorly monitored facility that falsely reports overcompliance can sell allowances to the well monitored facility, thereby enabling the well monitored facility to avoid emissions reductions. Because of the trading, weak enforcement for some facilities affects the emissions reduction incentives of all.


22 EUROPEAN ENVTY AGENCY, APPLICATION OF THE EMISSIONS TRADING DIRECTIVE BY EU MEMBER STATES 39 (2008), available at http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/technical_report_2008_13/at_download/file (“Monitoring and reporting of emissions by operators and independent verification play a fundamental role in the trust placed in any emissions trading scheme. Plant inventory reports and verified emission reports are crucial since they determine the amount of the allowances which have to be surrendered for each year. This establishes whether an operator is able to sell excess allowances or, for compliance reasons, needs to buy missing allowances or acquire equivalent carbon credits.”).

23 See David M. Driesen, Is Emissions Trading an Economic Incentive Program?, 55 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 289, 302 (1998); see also Baldwin, supra note 21, at 200 (“A familiar criticism of traditional ‘command’ regulation is that regulated firms are able to exploit the information asymmetry between regulator and regulated.”).

24 See Carol M. Rose, Expanding the Choices for the Global Commons: Comparing Newfangled Tradable Allowance Schemes to Old-Fashioned Common Property Regimes, 10 DUKE ENVTY L. & POL’Y F. 45, 60 (1999) (“Monitoring is critical to reassure purchasers that they are not paying for rights that others might be taking for free—a scenario that would cause the whole tradable allowance scheme to unravel.”).

25 See Driesen, supra note 23, at 333–34 (explaining that when a poorly monitored polluter reports overcompliance when it has not complied, this not only causes a loss of reductions at the poorly monitored facility, but also at the purchasing facility); David M. Driesen, Free Lunch
Accurate monitoring is also critical to whether the program’s environmental goal—the overall cap imposed on all the regulated sources—is truly attained. If sources are emitting at levels higher than they report and such violations are not discovered, the reported level of overall emissions for the program will be lower than actual emissions. In cases where reported emissions are close to the cap, actual emissions may be above the cap, and the environmental goal espoused by the program will falsely appear to be met.

Where the banking of allowances is allowed, the negative impact on the environmental integrity of the program will be carried into the future. In a program with allowance banking, allowances issued in one compliance period do not expire at the end of that period. Rather, regulated facilities can hold on to allowances for use or sale in a future compliance period. If emissions are undercounted in a program with banking, allowances that should have been surrendered will be available to legitimize emissions that may exceed the cap in a future compliance period.

C. Incentives for Fraud

While a reliable accounting of all of each source’s emissions is critical to success, a cap-and-trade scheme creates a clear incentive for fraud: the price of an allowance is the monetary reward for not reporting the amount of pollution that that allowance represents. So, at the same time that the allowance price creates an incentive to make emissions reductions that would cost less than that price, it also creates an incentive to find a loophole or commit fraud to avoid having to report emissions. As explained by Professor Marjan Peeters in a study about the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), the European Union’s (EU’s) innovative cap-and-trade program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions “[b]y introducing a financial incentive for reducing emissions, an incentive for not following the rules is in fact included.” In other words, the acclaimed virtue of cap-and-trade—its ability to put a price on pollutant emissions—is also a path to vice.

or Cheap Fix?: The Emissions Trading Idea and the Climate Change Convention, 26 B.C. ENVTL. APP. L. REV. 1, 65 (1998) (explaining that trading creates an incentive to rely on credits from the least well-monitored sources of emissions because fraudulent credits will prove cheaper than real ones, and applying this insight to international trades). The author thanks Professor David Driesen for personal communication related to this point.


Baldwin, supra note 21, at 201 (“The rules of trading must be monitored and enforced since non-observance of allowances will undermine the value of trading and negate ceilings on emissions.” (citing T.H. TIEFENBERG, EMISSIONS TRADING: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 165 (2d ed. 2006)); Benkovic & Kruger, supra note 5, at 955 (“This complete and consistent accounting of emissions is essential to ensure that the environmental goal of the program is achieved and that the overall emissions cap is maintained.”).

See id.

Peeters, supra note 12, at 179.

Id.
Moreover, when allowance prices are high, there is a greater incentive for facilities to cheat than when allowance prices are low.\textsuperscript{31} The rational polluter bases the decision whether to comply on a comparison of the expected benefits and expected costs of noncompliance.\textsuperscript{32} If the benefits of noncompliance exceed the costs, it is not rational to comply. The expected benefit of not complying is a function of the permit price. By not complying (i.e., by underreporting emissions), the polluter saves the money that it would have had to spend on allowances. The expected cost of noncompliance depends in turn on the likelihood that a penalty will be imposed and the severity of that penalty.

Therefore, when allowance prices are higher, the same level of enforcement requires that the probability of a penalty, the price of that penalty, or both, rise in a proportionate way. For the probability of violation detection to rise, the agency must become more vigilant in conducting inspections and other activities to identify violations. Penalty amounts can rise if agencies have the authority to impose higher penalties and choose to do so.

The enforcement regimes of existing cap-and-trade programs have not often been tested under adverse conditions for compliance. Rather, prevailing allowance prices generally have been quite low relative to expectations and predictions made at each program’s inception.\textsuperscript{33} In 1990 when Title IV was passed into law, predictions of allowance prices ranged from $290 to $410 in 1995 to 1999 (Phase I) and from $580 to $815 in 2000 to 2010 (Phase II).\textsuperscript{34} However, allowances have sold at EPA’s annual spot auctions for prices below their predicted levels in all years except 2005 and 2006.\textsuperscript{35} Reclaim allowance prices have been below predictions to an even greater extent. For example, from 1996 through 1998, “allowances averaged $277 per ton in comparison to a predicted average price of $915,”\textsuperscript{36} In the EU ETS, allowance prices essentially fell to zero for the latter part of the program’s first multi-year compliance period (Phase 1, from 2005 to 2007) because more allowances were available on the market than were needed to cover emissions.\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{31} See, e.g., John K. Stranlund et al., Enforcing Emissions Trading Programs: Theory, Practice, and Performance, 30 POLY STUD. J. 343, 351 (“When permit prices are high, facilities have a greater incentive to be noncompliant, and when they are low, facilities are more likely to be compliant.”).
\textsuperscript{32} See id. at 346.
\textsuperscript{33} See McAllister, supra note 27, at 414–18.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. at 416–17.
\textsuperscript{36} McAllister, supra note 27, at 416 (citing S. COAST AIR QUALITY MGMT. DIV., ANNUAL RECLAIM AUDIT REPORT FOR THE 1995 COMPLIANCE YEAR (1997); S. COAST AIR QUALITY MGMT. DIV., ANNUAL RECLAIM AUDIT REPORT FOR THE 1997 COMPLIANCE YEAR (1999)).
\textsuperscript{37} McAllister, supra note 27, at 408–10.
If a comprehensive cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases is to be successful in achieving the greenhouse gas reductions, it is likely that allowance prices will have to rise to levels that will be considered expensive. A higher allowance price would create stronger incentives for cheating. In this situation, agency enforcement would have to be more thorough and punitive than it has been in the past.

III. OBTAINING ACCURATE EMISSIONS DATA

Producing accurate data on mass emissions is "[t]he most difficult task of enforcing an emissions trading program." Evidence of this difficulty is found in the great efforts that have been expended to design and maintain the monitoring and reporting systems of existing cap-and-trade programs. In both, Title IV and RECLAIM agencies have had to develop very detailed rules and guidance documents to establish the monitoring and reporting system. Also, both programs have required significant resources to verify reported data. As suggested below, it is likely that even greater efforts would be necessary to supply the data needed to run a comprehensive greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program.

A. Emission Monitoring Methods

Methods for obtaining reliable data characterizing a regulated facility’s emissions have evolved in tandem with the regulatory need for this data. Traditional air pollution control programs did not typically require a full accounting of emissions. Compliance determinations tended to rely instead on the installation of prescribed emissions control equipment in combination with periodic emissions testing.

Important advances in the capacity of environmental agencies to produce complete and reliable records of emissions were made with the institution of the existing cap-and-trade programs, particularly Title IV and RECLAIM. These programs have arguably produced the highest quality emissions data in the history of environmental law. Similarly, the EU ETS has led to important developments in emissions monitoring methods for facilities in the EU. Based on the experiences of these programs, there are

---

39 Stranlund et al., supra note 31, at 349.
40 See id. at 348–50 (describing the enforcement of Title IV and RECLAIM programs).
41 See id. (describing the technology requirements for verifying data).
42 Andrew Jackson Heimert, Keeping Pigs out of Parlors: Using Nuisance Law to Affect the Location of Pollution 27 ENVTL. L. 403, 447 (1997).
44 See, e.g., U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, supra note 43, at 4; Napolitano et al., supra note 16, at 52.
45 European Env’t Agency, supra note 22, at 49–53.
two basic approaches to gathering mass emissions data: direct measurement and estimation. This section describes both of these approaches and addresses their advantages and disadvantages.

1. Direct Measurement

Direct measurement of mass emissions is possible for some pollutants through the use of Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS). CEMS are “electromechanical instruments that sample, analyze, measure and record” emissions information and are installed in the smoke stack through which emissions pass. Title IV required that the largest emitters of SO₂—namely the coal fired power plants—install CEMS. Overall, about one third of the program’s regulated units are required to use CEMS, and these units emit close to ninety-nine percent of the SO₂ emissions regulated under the program. The other two thirds of emitters consist primarily of gas and oil fired power plants, which collectively emit the remaining one percent of regulated emissions.

For Title IV, SO₂ emissions were the key data needed to determine power plants’ compliance. However, the program also required that the power plants regulated by the program monitor and report their carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions. Coal fired power plants generally directly measure CO₂ emissions using CEMS, while gas and oil fired plants most often measure and report CO₂ emissions using estimation methods as described below.

Through Title IV, high quality data thus exists about emissions of the greenhouse gas CO₂ from the electricity generation sector. This data would help meet the needs of a future cap-and-trade system to control greenhouse gases. The electricity generation sector is responsible for about forty percent of all CO₂ emissions in the United States, and about eighty percent of these CO₂ emissions are from coal fired power plant units that already measure their emissions with CEMS. Notably, the Regional Greenhouse Gas

48 U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, supra note 43, at 17 figs.9 & 10; see also U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, ACID RAIN AND RELATED PROGRAMS: 2007 PROGRESS REPORT 19 figs.11 & 12 (2009).
49 U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, supra note 43, at 17 figs.9 & 10; see also U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, supra note 48, at 19 figs.11 & 12.
51 Id.
52 Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3.
53 See infra Part III.A.2.
55 See id. at 2-18 tbl.2-13.
Initiative (RGGI), which regulates CO2 emissions from power plants in ten Northeastern and mid-Atlantic states,\textsuperscript{56} relies heavily on these data to determine compliance.\textsuperscript{57}

While the CO2 emissions of power plants in the United States are well measured, many greenhouse gas emissions that are likely to be included in a comprehensive cap-and-trade program are not. The ACES Act's cap-and-trade program would have regulated not just CO2, but also methane, nitrous oxide (NOx), sulfur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons emitted from a chemical manufacturing process, any perfluorocarbon, and nitrogen trifluoride.\textsuperscript{58} Also, the ACES Act included a wide variety of emissions sources in addition to the electric utilities regulated by Title IV, including importers of fuel, natural gas distributors, cement and aluminum producers, petroleum refiners, and a variety of stationary sources.\textsuperscript{59}

The U.S. National Greenhouse Gas Inventory discusses the uncertainties associated with current estimates of greenhouse gas emissions. It states:

\begin{quote}
 some of the current estimates, such as those for CO2 emissions from energy-related activities, are considered to have minimal uncertainty associated with them. For some other categories of emissions, however, a lack of data or an incomplete understanding of how emissions are generated increases the uncertainty surrounding the estimates presented.\textsuperscript{60}
\end{quote}

Indeed, the difficulty of measuring non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions is one of the reasons why the EU ETS included only CO2 in program implementation through the year 2012.\textsuperscript{61}

Direct measurement with CEMS is generally considered a costly manner of obtaining emissions data, particularly in comparison with


\textsuperscript{58} See H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. § 311 (2009) (proposing new title to Clean Air Act).

\textsuperscript{59} See id. § 312 (proposing new sections to Clean Air Act). The list of sources includes electric utilities including cooperatives and municipalities; producers and importers of fuel, the combustion of which would emit 25,000 tons or more of CO2 equivalent; natural gas distributors supplying 460 million cubic feet of gas to customers that are not covered entities; sources producing 25,000 tons of CO2 equivalent or more of bulk industrial gases; stationary sources producing cement, primary aluminum, or lime; a variety of chemical and petrochemical sources; petroleum refiners; and stationary sources emitting 25,000 or more tons of CO2 equivalent that produce iron and steel, ferroalloys, glass, zinc, or pulp and paper. Id.

\textsuperscript{60} U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, supra note 54, at 1-15.

\textsuperscript{61} Peeters, supra note 12, at 181–82 ("[M]onitoring difficulties are an important reason why several greenhouse gas pollutants are not yet covered by the EU emissions trading scheme.").
estimation of emission based on fuel use. In addition to the initial installation costs, maintenance and operation costs can be high. Moreover, the accuracy of CEMS relies on a continuous regimen of quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) testing that implies additional costs. Because of concerns about both the cost and accuracy of CEMS, the CO2 emissions regulated by the EU ETS are generally not measured directly with the use of CEMS, but rather they are estimated in the ways discussed below.

In sum, existing CEMS technologies are best suited to measuring CO2 emissions from very large stationary sources. Many of the emissions that are likely to be covered by a comprehensive greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme are not amenable to direct measurement with CEMS. Emissions monitoring would instead depend on estimation techniques described below.

2. Estimation Using Emissions Factors

The use of emissions factors is widespread and growing in United States air pollution law. A relatively quick and inexpensive way to estimate emissions, emissions factors are typically used when direct measurement is “too expensive or time-consuming to be feasible.” Between 1996 and 2004, EPA almost doubled the number of air pollution emissions factors it had developed, from 8838 to 17,111. If a comprehensive cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases is instituted in the United States, it is likely that emissions factors will be used to determine the mass emissions of some of the sources.

63. Reitze & Schell, supra note 46, at 108 (noting that CEMS cost $75,000 to $350,000).
64. See infra text accompanying notes 112–119 for additional discussion of QA/QC testing.
66. See infra Part III.A.2.
68. Air Quality Standards, EPA Solicits Comment on Ways to Improve Calculations for Stationary Source Emissions, 40 Env’t Rep. (BNA) 2390, at 2391 (Oct. 16, 2000); see also OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 67, at 3 (noting that emissions factors are fast and inexpensive).
70. See Inho Choi, Global Climate Change and the Use of Economic Approaches, 45 NAT. RESOURCES J. 865, 933 (2005).
An emissions factor quantifies the amount of emissions produced per unit of an activity that emits pollutant. The general equation for emissions estimates is: "Activity Rate x Emissions Factor = Emissions." The measure of the activity may be expressed in a variety of ways, such as the number of hours a facility operates (i.e., units of time), the amount of fuel combusted, or the output produced by a facility (i.e., units of mass or volume). Emissions factors are expressed as the mass of the pollutant emitted (e.g., tons of NOx) divided by the corresponding unit time, mass, or volume of the activity emitting the pollutant.

Many concerns have been raised about the accuracy of emissions factors as used by EPA. Of the emissions factors developed by EPA, over half are rated by the agency as being of "below average" or "poor" quality. A 2006 report by EPA's Office of Inspector General found that the misuse of emissions factors had resulted in significant uncontrolled emissions and that EPA's management of the emissions factors program needed improvement.

EPA's Title IV, as mentioned above, permitted oil and gas fired power plants to estimate their emissions. EPA's rules, however, set forth a complex methodology that ensures greater accuracy than the use of a general emissions factors. The rules require that each unit using the estimation method to monitor SO2 emissions use a calibrated fuel flow meter to collect continuous data on fuel flow. Each unit must also conduct periodic fuel sampling to determine the fuel's sulfur content. The two are then combined to calculate the SO2 mass emissions rate. In effect, the rules require continuous direct measurement of the activity level as well as sampling that enables the facility to determine a facility-specific emissions factor.

A few hundred units in Title IV classified as "low-mass emitters" are permitted to estimate their emissions based on a more typical general emissions factor approach. They do not continuously monitor either their

71 OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 67, at 3.
72 See OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANNING & STANDARDS, supra note 69, at 1.
73 Id.
74 See, e.g., Drury et al., supra note 17, at 259–60.
75 OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 67, at 8.
76 Id. at 10, 15.
78 See generally CLEAN AIR MKTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 28–36 (outlining EPA's methodology for monitoring gas fired and oil fired units); OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANNING & STANDARDS, supra note 69, at 3 ("Emission factors frequently may not provide adequate estimates of the average emissions for a specific source.").
79 OFFICE OF AIR QUALITY PLANNING & STANDARDS, supra note 69, at 11–12, 28–29.
80 Id. at 30.
81 Id. at 32–34.
82 Interview with EPA Official (Sep. 17, 2009) (stating that only hundreds of units in the program are low-mass emitters). For a definition of low-mass emitters, see CLEAN AIR MKTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 43.
emissions or their fuel flow. Fuel flow can be estimated from records of fuel usage, and emissions are estimated by multiplying this activity level by a default emissions factor for the type of fuel used.\textsuperscript{83}

The EU ETS has relied almost entirely on the estimation of emissions, with varying levels of sophistication. In 2003, the European Council issued the directive establishing the EU ETS, which obliged the Commission to adopt guidelines for monitoring and reporting of industrial emissions.\textsuperscript{84} In 2004, the Commission released its legally binding Monitoring and Reporting Guidelines.\textsuperscript{85} The guidelines standardize emissions monitoring and verification procedures across the EU while leaving considerable flexibility to facilities and member states.\textsuperscript{86}

The guidelines set forth different tiers of methodologies with different assumed accuracies for calculating a facility’s emissions.\textsuperscript{87} Facilities are required to choose a methodology in the highest tier, but they may petition to use lower-tiered methods if they show that the more accurate method is not economically or technologically feasible.\textsuperscript{88} Each member state has the authority to consider such petitions and grant variances in appropriate situations.\textsuperscript{89}

An example assists in understanding how the accuracy of different tiers may vary. As explained by Kruger and Pizer:

\begin{quote}
[F]or general combustion activities (for example, burning fuel in an industrial boiler), the highest tier method would require measurement of fuel with methods resulting in a maximum permissible uncertainty of [plus] or [minus] 1% and would require an installation specific emissions factor for the batch of fuel used. The lowest tier method would require measurement of fuel with methods resulting in a maximum permissible uncertainty of [plus] or [minus] 7.5% and would allow the use of standardized, general emissions factors listed in the Appendix of the EU guidance.\textsuperscript{90}
\end{quote}

The highest tier method is similar to the method generally used by oil and gas fired combustion units in Title IV,\textsuperscript{91} and requires facilities to measure

\textsuperscript{83} See CLEAN AIR MTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 43.


\textsuperscript{86} Joseph Kruger, Companies and Regulators in Emissions Trading Programs, in EMISSIONS TRADING 3, 15 (Ralf Antes et al. eds., 2008).


\textsuperscript{88} Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124; Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 6; Peeters, supra note 12, at 185–86.

\textsuperscript{89} Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124.

\textsuperscript{90} Kruger & Pizer, supra note 87, at 18.

\textsuperscript{91} Compare id. (noting the highest tier methodology permits minimal uncertainty in required fuel measurements) with CLEAN AIR MTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 8, 9, 18, 28–36 (detailing the continuous monitoring required for fuel measurements at oil fired or gas fired units).
their fuel use in a reliable way and to develop a facility-specific emissions factor. 92 The lowest tier method, in turn, is similar to the method required of low-mass emitters in Title IV. 93 It allows a less reliable measure of fuel use and a general emissions factor. 94

However, estimation methods have often been used in the EU ETS that do not even meet the minimum standards. In some member states, even the lowest tier of methodologies is not considered to be feasible because of the absence of appropriately accredited laboratories. 95 In 2007, twenty-five out of the twenty-seven member states had at least one facility that used a methodology lower in accuracy than the lowest tier, and fifteen out of twenty-seven member states reported that at least half of their reported emissions were generated using such low accuracy methodologies. 96

B. Self-Monitoring and Reporting

Because of resource constraints, government agencies rely heavily on self-monitoring and self-reporting of pollutant emissions under many environmental laws. This reliance would continue in a cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases. Given the need for accurate emissions data in a cap-and-trade program, however, self-monitoring data must be subject to verification. The rulemaking and enforcement processes that have been developed to enable verification of self-monitoring data in other cap-and-trade programs serve as examples of what will be necessary for a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme.

1. Self-Monitoring and Reporting in Environmental Law

Most of the monitoring of pollution discharges in environmental law is self-monitoring. Self-monitoring prevails because of the inability of government agencies with limited resources to directly monitor all relevant facilities frequently enough. 97 Yet, under environmental laws such as the Clean Water Act, 98 the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 99 and the Clean Air Act, most of the self-monitoring data that is reported...
remains unverified by the government.\footnote{100} Given the importance of this data to the operation of a cap-and-trade program, it is necessary that cap-and-trade regulatory programs incorporate rigorous verification.

There are many benefits of self-monitoring and reporting requirements. These requirements "shift much of the burden for documenting compliance from the government to the regulated community."\footnote{101} Assuming the truthfulness of reported data, the government role can focus on responding to noncompliance events, either with compliance assistance programs or penalties, and governmental resources are conserved. In addition, in comparison to periodic inspections by a governmental agency, self-reporting has the potential to produce a continuous data stream, which gives a much better indication of how emissions vary over time. Self-monitoring pushes facilities towards internalizing compliance assurance—it educates facilities about compliance and the impact of releases on the environment; it makes the facility develop in-house compliance monitoring expertise or relationships with contracted expertise; and it provides them with a more thorough compliance record on which to base production and investment decisions.\footnote{102}

The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) is an example of a self-monitored and reported program that does not include verification. Like a cap-and-trade program, the TRI requires that sources report mass emissions of certain pollutants on an annual basis.\footnote{103} Entities file their data with EPA in a standardized format, often electronically, and EPA compiles a publicly accessible online emissions database.\footnote{104} Yet, TRI data is not generally verified. Indeed, the statute does not authorize EPA to inspect facilities to verify the accuracy of the reported data.\footnote{105} States may do so, and the few states that have inspected facilities to determine compliance with TRI reporting requirements have reported widespread undercompliance.\footnote{106} One study suggested that some facilities’ estimates of releases may be in error by as much as “a factor of two.”\footnote{107}

Unfortunately, self-monitoring data is inherently suspect. To produce accurate self-monitoring data, the government must have systems in place to verify the data and sanction noncompliance with the monitoring and

\footnote{100}{See Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental Regulation: TRI and Performance Benchmarking, Precursor to a New Paradigm?, 89 GEO. L.J. 257, 335 n.325 (2000).}
\footnote{101}{Marcia E. Mulkey, Judges and Other Lawmakers: Critical Contributions to Environmental Law Enforcement, 4 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL’Y, Spring 2004, at 2, 5.}
\footnote{102}{See Karkkainen, supra note 100, at 295–97 (explaining that self-monitoring places information into the hands of managers and that it can help them improve their environmental performance).}
\footnote{103}{Id. at 286 n.124.}
\footnote{104}{Id. at 289.}
\footnote{105}{Id. at 335 n.325.}
\footnote{106}{See id.}
\footnote{107}{Id. at 335–36.
reporting rules. Without verification, self-reporters will become lax, and likely lean towards underreporting if that is in their self-interest.

2. Self-Monitoring and Reporting Rules in Cap-and-Trade: A Reprise of Best Available Technology

In cap-and-trade regulation, a complex set of self-monitoring and reporting rules is necessary for program implementation. Generally applicable rules need to be developed to determine how sources should choose monitoring technologies, ensure that monitoring technologies are maintained, maintain records, and report data to the agency. The form that such rules will likely take is a form that is familiar in environmental law: prescriptive “command and control” regulation.

Title IV provides an example of the type of complicated and detailed rules needed to enable accurate monitoring and reporting. EPA’s regulations governing CEMS (part 75) number several hundred pages, and require continuous monitoring and reporting of SO2 as well as CO2, nitrogen oxides, and heat input. Given the complexity of part 75, EPA produces a more readable Plain English Guide to part 75.

A wide variety of QA/QC requirements characterize Title IV self-monitoring system. For example, strict requirements are set forth for testing the accuracy of the CEMS. After installing the CEMS, the facility is required to conduct certification tests and submit a certification application, including the test results. Once certified, the source is required to perform quality assurance (QA) testing on a regular basis using either in-house or contracted expertise. As an incentive for high accuracy readings, the regulations provide for reduced QA testing requirements when favorable test results are achieved.

Title IV facilities have an incentive to keep their certified monitoring equipment online and quality assured: If it is not, the facility is required to use the “missing data provisions” to estimate its emissions. If the number of hours of unavailable reliable data is under a certain threshold, then the emissions that are estimated using the missing data provisions tend to be close to actual values. However, the more time that reliable data is missing, the more the missing data provisions are designed to be
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108 Cf. Mulkey, supra note 101, at 5 (government will need to have a legal framework in place to ensure accurate self-monitoring).
110 Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1576.
111 See generally CLEAN AIR MTS. DIV., supra note 50.
112 See Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1579.
113 Reitze & Schell, supra note 46, at 118.
114 See Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1583.
115 Id. at 1577.
116 Id.; CLEAN AIR MTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 85.
117 CLEAN AIR MTS. DIV., supra note 50, at 87.
environmentally conservative and overestimate actual emissions. The overestimated emissions then become part of the emissions record of the facility, and the facility must surrender enough allowances at the end of the compliance period to cover them.

Techniques for monitoring and reporting emissions, with their various levels of reliability and accuracy, come at differing costs. As discussed in Part III.A, direct measurement tends to be more expensive than estimation. Also, a higher degree of QA/QC costs more than a lesser degree; keeping more complete records costs more; reporting more frequently or in more detail costs more.

Because there are alternatives as to methods and degrees of monitoring and reporting, policy debates turn to the same kinds of cost-effectiveness questions that run throughout environmental policy. In traditional environmental pollution law, the questions were often: What techniques are available to reduce pollution? How well do they work? And how much do they cost? Here the questions are similar: What techniques are available to measure emissions? How well do they work? And how much do they cost?

Environmental law’s answer to such questions has generally taken the form of a best available technology (BAT) inquiry. The Clean Air Act requires, for example, that the agency determine and require the installation of “best available control technology” for new or modified stationary sources located in areas of the country that are in attainment of national ambient air quality standards. As directed by the law, the agency considers the effectiveness of the technology in reducing pollution and the costs of requiring the facility to install it.

A BAT inquiry for monitoring technologies would be similar. The agency would survey the various monitoring technologies and reporting options for a given polluter or group of polluters and determine which is best in terms of effectiveness and affordability. In the EU ETS, for example, the monitoring and reporting guidelines require that sources use the monitoring techniques with the highest achievable accuracy unless this is not technically or economically feasible. Member states are responsible

118 Id.
119 Id. at 4, 87.
120 See discussion supra Part III.A.1.
121 Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 8. (“With progressive implementation [of emissions trading schemes] the spotlight turns to costs, notably how to reduce them.”).
122 Craig N. Johnston et al., Legal Protection of the Environment 6-7 (2005).
124 Id. § 7470(3).
125 The required monitoring technology could be expressed as a performance standard, just as BAT regulations generally have been. For example, the technology must be capable of monitoring emissions within a certain degree of accuracy. See Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1582 (stating that an approach that does not dictate the monitoring equipment, but requires a facility to achieve a certain performance standard would generate market competition among equipment vendors).
126 See Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 6; Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124; Peeters, supra note 12, at 185–86.
for issuing a permit to each regulated source that specifies the applicable monitoring and reporting requirements. Sources may petition to use less accurate techniques, and each member state has the authority to grant variances.\textsuperscript{127}

Professors Ackerman and Stewart wrote in the 1980s that the use of emissions trading regulation would "immediately eliminate most of the information processing tasks that are presently overwhelming the federal and state bureaucracies" related to making BAT pollution control determinations.\textsuperscript{128} They also wrote that polluters would no longer have the incentive to "delay regulatory implementation by using legal proceedings to challenge the economic and engineering bases of BAT regulations and permit conditions."\textsuperscript{129} Yet, because of the need for accurate emissions accounting under emissions trading regulation, the government will continue to be in the business of writing prescriptive regulations that may impose high costs—the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting regulations.

To the extent that large costs to industry hang in the balance of such decisions, regulations that specify monitoring technologies and how to operate such technologies can be expected to generate legal controversies in the same way that other BAT regulations have.\textsuperscript{130} Like BAT pollution control standards, if BAT monitoring standards are uniform across an industry, they may impose very high costs on some facilities.\textsuperscript{131} And, to the extent BAT monitoring standards vary, they may impose higher monitoring costs on newer and more profitable facilities because those are the facilities that can best afford them, thus penalizing them to the benefit of older, less profitable facilities.\textsuperscript{132}

Completing the analogy to prescriptive regulation, a cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gases will likely require that each regulated facility obtain a permit that specifies its monitoring and reporting obligations. Such permits have been used in all major cap-and-trade programs that have been implemented, including Title IV, RECLAIM, and the EU ETS.\textsuperscript{133} Under the

\textsuperscript{127} Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124.


\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 182.


\textsuperscript{131} Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 128, at 173.

\textsuperscript{132} Id. at 173–74.

\textsuperscript{133} Jill Whynot, Chapter Two – Key Design Features, in OVER A DOZEN YEARS OF RECLAIM IMPLEMENTATION, supra note 1, at I-2-2 (stating that a permit was generated for each facility in RECLAIM); Peeters, supra note 12, at 185–86 (noting that monitoring and reporting requirements must be included in EU ETS permits); U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Acid Rain Permitting Fact Sheet, http://www.epa.gov/airmarket/progsregs/arp/permitting-factsheet.html
ACES Act, the cap-and-trade related legal obligations of each major emitter would have been incorporated into its permit under the Clean Air Act.  

3. Enforcement of Self-Monitoring and Reporting Rules

Enforcement of self-monitoring and reporting rules of a cap-and-trade program in many ways resembles other types of environmental enforcement. An important part of the enforcement process has been compliance assistance. In Title IV, EPA devoted extensive resources to answering and documenting questions about monitoring requirements. Meetings with industry were held routinely to "clarify misunderstandings and resolve implementation concerns." The officials credit these meetings with having increased flexibility for industry without compromising environmental goals. EPA has also developed several informal mechanisms for answering monitoring questions, including taking technical questions by phone and email, reviewing petitions for clarification and guidance from sources, and developing a book length monitoring question and answer manual.

Detecting violations of cap-and-trade program rules is likely to require facility inspections just like traditional environmental rules. Under traditional regulation, such inspections often focus on whether the required pollution control equipment is operating adequately. In a cap-and-trade program, the focus is on whether the required emissions monitoring equipment is operating adequately. In either case, the inspection could vary in its thoroughness. In a more thorough inspection, the agency would take samples to generate data about how well the pollution control or monitoring equipment is working or observe the facility staff performing the procedures they use to generate their self-monitoring data. In a less thorough paperwork inspection, the agency
would review the records kept by the facility about the operation of the equipment and other facility characteristics.\footnote{Id. at 123.}

Notably, Title IV was able to avoid heavy reliance on physical inspections by using sophisticated electronic auditing methods of the electronically reported data from the CEMS. Given the continuous nature of the monitoring, very large volumes of data were generated and required to be reported.\footnote{Id. at 116 (stating that 20 units would generate three to four million data values each year).} Regulated entities reported emissions to EPA each quarter in a standard electronic data reporting format, and entities generally used software developed by EPA to prescreen the data for errors.\footnote{Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1578; Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 4.} Once EPA computers received the reports, EPA performed additional electronic auditing to verify data accuracy and then notified the source whether the quarterly data were acceptable.\footnote{Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 4.} As explained by one commentator, “after more than a decade of implementing the Acid Rain Program, EPA administrators say that their main task consists of two activities: processing huge amounts of information and disseminating huge amounts of information.”\footnote{Blas Pérez Henríquez, Information Technology: The Unsung Hero of Market-Based Environmental Policies, RESOURCES, Fall/Winter 2004, at 9, 10.}

When a violation of Title IV’s monitoring and reporting rules is detected, the Clean Air Act’s penalties may be applied.\footnote{Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7651(k) (2006); McAllister, supra note 14, at 331 & n.235.} The statute requires that a “designated representative,” generally a facility manager, certify the truth and completeness of all reported data.\footnote{Peeters, supra note 12, at 180; see also Schakenbach et al., supra note 77, at 1583 (providing the certification statement language).} Civil and criminal penalties can be imposed for false statements and other violations.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 7413(a)(3) (2006); Reitze & Schell, supra note 46, at 116.} From 1994 through 2004, EPA assessed nine civil penalties totaling $589,805 for monitoring violations under Title IV.\footnote{McAllister, supra note 14, at 322.} In some cases, facilities failed to install and operate monitors on time.\footnote{Interview with EPA Official (Jan. 6, 2006).} In others, the monitors were installed, but facilities failed to conduct periodic testing or report results.\footnote{Id.}

The other major long standing cap-and-trade program in the United States, California’s RECLAIM program, was unable to implement the type of comprehensive electronic auditing used in Title IV. Rather, it employed a more typical enforcement regime reliant on physical inspections and sanctions. In a retrospective analysis of the program, agency officials explain that the diversity of the types of sources included in RECLAIM prevented it from being able to rely on electronic verification.\footnote{Carol Coy et al., S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist., Chapter Two – On-Going Implementation, In OVER A DOZEN YEARS OF RECLAIM IMPLEMENTATION, supra note 1, at II-2-2.} “The lack of uniformity in the data collected prevented the development of an all
encompassing emission calculation tool that can be employed facility to facility.” With many different types of sources, many different types of monitoring and reporting equipment and methods have to be used.

Enforcing the self-monitoring and reporting rules of RECLAIM required the use of resource intensive physical compliance audits of each facility after the end of each year. The designers of RECLAIM did not anticipate the need for such audits. Rather, early program documents stated that the District would inspect facilities and audit emissions records throughout the year, with no mention of a post-compliance year audit. In practice, however, the agency found that audits of each facility were necessary to verify compliance. The audits revealed failures in the CEMS, such as computer programming bugs, analyzer failures, and improper daily calibration, as well as problems with the fuel meters and timers used to calculate emissions using emissions factors. The audits also revealed data calculation errors and inaccurate records that presumably could not have been identified without the audits. Each audit was conducted by a team of agency employees, included a thorough review of the facility’s records, and required a couple weeks to complete.

RECLAIM, unlike Title IV, also created a large workload for agency prosecutors as the compliance audits revealed many violations. A study of enforcement actions showed that almost 80% of facilities that have participated in RECLAIM have been subject to at least one enforcement action. One third of the facilities have been subject to three or more. Of almost one thousand enforcement actions that were initiated between the beginning of the program in 1994 and 2006, 40% involved late or missing emissions reports; 38% involved excess emissions; 21% alleged that the facility failed to install, maintain, or quality test its emissions monitoring equipment; and 13% alleged inaccuracies in reported emissions data.

The amount collected in penalties for monitoring and reporting violations in RECLAIM has also been several times higher than Title IV. Between 1995 and June 2005 penalties for enforcement actions that included monitoring and reporting violations totaled about $5 million. Approximately $1.5 million in penalties was assessed for monitoring and reporting

154 Id.
156 Carol Coy et al., supra note 153, at II–2–2.
157 Id. at II–2–2 to –3, II–2–10 to –11; cf. Drury et al., supra note 17, at 259 (“Emission factors are hotly argued among technical specialists from different fields and change as new information becomes available. Emissions factors are poor surrogates for actual measurements.”).
158 Carol Coy et al., supra note 153, at II–2–2 to –3.
159 Phone Interview with South Coast Air Quality Management District Official (June 29, 2010).
161 Id.
162 Id. at 14–15 (indicating that the stated percentages sum to more than 100% because many enforcement actions alleged more than one type of violation).
violations, and another $3.5 million was assessed for a combination of monitoring and reporting violations and excess emissions violations.\textsuperscript{163}

\textbf{C. The Additional Burdens of Verifying Offsets}

The use of “offsets” in cap-and-trade programs is often promoted as a way to reduce the cost of reaching the cap.\textsuperscript{164} Offsets, if allowed by a program, can be used by a regulated source in lieu of program allowances to satisfy its compliance options.\textsuperscript{165} In other words, at the end of the reporting period, the regulated source would have to show that it has enough allowances and offsets to cover its emissions.

There are two basic ways that offsets could be generated: by reducing emissions or by sequestering emissions.\textsuperscript{166} Upon verification of emissions reductions at a source not included in the cap-and-trade program, the source could be awarded an offset credit that could be traded in the market like an allowance. For example, landfills, coal mines, waste water treatment plants, and agricultural operations could earn offset credits by reducing their methane emissions.\textsuperscript{167} Small trucking companies not covered by the cap could install idle reduction equipment that reduces their greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{168}

Offsets might also be earned by sources that sequester emissions biologically or geologically. Forestry companies might be able to earn sequestration offsets by cultivating new forests, replanting forests, or limiting deforestation.\textsuperscript{169} Companies might also earn sequestration offsets by operating geological sequestration activities through which greenhouse gases are stored in “saline formations, oil wells, or other geologic formations.”\textsuperscript{170}

Both types of offset generation imply monitoring and verification complexities that go beyond those of a cap-and-trade program that does not allow offsets.\textsuperscript{171} Indeed, the reason that certain types of emissions reductions

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item 163 \textit{Id.} at 19.
\item 166 \textit{Pew Ctr. on Global Climate Change, Congressional Policy Brief: Greenhouse Gas Offsets in a Domestic Cap-and-Trade Program} 4–7 (2008), \textit{available at} \url{http://www.pewclimate.org/docUploads/Offsets.pdf}.
\item 167 \textit{Id.} at 5.
\item 168 \textit{Id.}
\item 169 \textit{Id.} at 5–6.
\item 170 \textit{Id.} at 6.
\item 171 Title IV did not allow the use of offsets. \textit{See} U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Acid Rain Program, \url{http://www.epa.gov/airmarket/progaregs/arp/basic.html} (last visited Nov. 21, 2010). Offset provisions in RECLAIM were proposed early in the program but encountered many barriers to
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
are not included in a program is often precisely because of the difficulties of ascertaining and measuring those reductions.\textsuperscript{172} Measuring the emissions of land use activities such as landfills, coal mines, and cattle ranches is for obvious reasons more complicated than measuring the emissions of industrial sources. Similarly, monitoring many small industrial sources is more difficult and costly than monitoring a few large ones. With respect to biological sequestration, it is difficult to quantify the capacity of a forest to sequester CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{173} In many sequestration proposals, concerns also abound about the difficulty of monitoring projects to ensure that emissions remain sequestered.\textsuperscript{174}

In addition, legislative proposals in the U.S. indicate that it is likely that a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme would allow offsets generated outside the U.S. to be used for compliance. Under the ACES Act, for example, offsets from domestic and international sources were each capped separately at 1 billion metric tons in each year of the program, with provision for the use of even more international offsets if EPA determines that the supply of domestic offsets is insufficient.\textsuperscript{175}

The task of monitoring and verifying offsets generated outside the United States is even more challenging.\textsuperscript{176} Since such offsets become fungible with program allowances, they should be held to the same standards of accurate measurement.

implementation and eventually were only included in a limited way. See S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist., Recommendations and Conclusions, in OVER A DOZEN YEARS OF RECLAIM IMPLEMENTATION, supra note 1, at III-1-2, III-1-7.


\textsuperscript{174} See, e.g., Gorte & Ramsey, supra note 173, at 17–18.


IV. ENFORCEMENT THROUGH COOPERATIVE FEDERALISM

To ensure the reliability of emissions data, the enforcement of a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program should involve significant roles not just for the federal government but also for state governments and citizen groups. A cooperative federalism model is called for, but it must be more robust and better coordinated than the enforcement achieved under other environmental laws. This section recommends roles for the federal environmental agency, state environmental agencies, citizen enforcement agents, and potential third party verification agents.

A. Federal Role

Defined simply, cooperative federalism is a system of shared authority between the federal and state governments.177 Federal environmental pollution control laws generally put the federal government in the “driver’s seat,” but also “carve[] out a significant role for the states either in implementing the federal standards or in supplementing federal regulatory initiatives.”178 In the Clean Air Act, for example, Congress gave the federal agency broad authority to identify pollutants and establish regulatory standards for them.179 States, in turn, were authorized to take the primary role in implementing these standards by writing permits with facility-specific emissions limits and enforcing permit requirements.180 Notably, however, Title IV, which was added to the Clean Air Act in 1990,181 has not been implemented and enforced through cooperative federalism.182 Rather, the administration of the program, including enforcement, was heavily centralized in EPA. EPA took primary responsibility for writing, implementing, and enforcing monitoring and reporting regulations as well as for assessing each facility’s compliance with its annual cap.183 The state role has been limited to receiving and processing acid rain permit applications and conducting a relatively small number of
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180 Robert A. Wyman, Jr. et al., Meeting Ambient Air Standards: Development of the State Implementation Plans, in THE CLEAN AIR ACT HANDBOOK 41, 41 (Robert J. Martineau, Jr. & David P. Novello eds., 2004) (stating that states are the primary enforcers of most Clean Air Act requirements).


182 See, e.g., id. (explaining that Title IV did not comport with the cooperative federalism approach of the Clean Air Act).

physical inspections of acid rain facilities, often at the request of EPA.\textsuperscript{184} EPA has handled all other aspects of the enforcement process itself.\textsuperscript{185}

In many ways, centralized enforcement seems to have worked well in Title IV. As explained by EPA officials, the centralized administration of EPA has provided several benefits, several of them closely related to monitoring and enforcement:

(1) all data go through the same quality checking software, both at the source and at the regulatory agency; software updates are easily provided to everyone via downloads from the regulatory agency's web site; (2) all sources in the program are subject to the same regulatory requirements; (3) the sources in the program are covered by the same interpretations of the regulatory requirements and resolution of petitions; (4) the same audit procedures are used on all of the sources in the program; (5) all data are publicly available; and (6) sources within the program are subject to common penalties and enforcement procedures.\textsuperscript{186}

However, the apparent success of Title IV does not necessarily portend success in a comprehensive national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade system. Title IV regulated a single air pollutant, SO2, through a cap-and-trade program.\textsuperscript{187} The ACES Act would have regulated seven.\textsuperscript{188} Title IV regulated a single type of source: power plants.\textsuperscript{189} The ACES Act would have regulated not just power plants, but also importers of fuel, natural gas distributors, cement and aluminum producers, petroleum refiners, and a variety of stationary sources.\textsuperscript{190} Title IV regulated approximately 1200 facilities under the SO2 cap-and-trade program.\textsuperscript{191} The ACES Act would have regulated 7400.\textsuperscript{192}

\textsuperscript{184} U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Acid Rain Permitting Fact Sheet, http://www.epa.gov/airmarkt/progresregs/arp/permitting-factsheet.html (last visited Nov. 21, 2010). An EPA official reports that EPA has no legal leverage to require states to perform physical inspections to verify compliance with monitoring and reporting requirements and that EPA does not have any records of how many are performed. E-mail from anonymous EPA Official, to author (July 6, 2010) (on file with author). The official gave a ballpark estimate that 30 to 50 part 75 compliance audits are conducted each year, with six to eight performed by EPA contractors and the remainder performed by state and local offices and EPA regions. Id.

\textsuperscript{185} Id.

\textsuperscript{186} Id.

\textsuperscript{187} See Napolitano, supra note 16, at 48 (stating that although Title IV regulated both SO2 and NOx, it implemented a cap-and-trade system for SO2 alone).

\textsuperscript{188} See H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. § 312 (2009) (proposing new title to Clean Air Act). The complete list of gases that would be regulated includes fossil fuel-based CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons emitted from a chemical manufacturing process, any perfluorocarbon, and nitrogen trifluoride. Id.

\textsuperscript{189} Id.

\textsuperscript{190} See Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7651a(17)(A), 7651b(a)(1) (2006) (capping SO2 emissions for "utility units," which "serve[] a generator in any State that produces electricity for sale").

\textsuperscript{191} H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. § 312 (2009) (proposing new title to Clean Air Act). The list of sources includes electric utilities (including cooperatives and municipalities); producers and importers of fuel, the combustion of which would emit 25,000 tons or more of CO2 equivalent; natural gas distributors supplying 460 million cubic feet or more of gas to customers that are not covered entities; sources producing 25,000 tons of CO2 equivalent or
In contrast to Title IV, the EU ETS provides an example of a decentralized approach to cap-and-trade enforcement. Member states are responsible for all aspects of compliance and enforcement, including emissions verification. Recognizing the importance of ensuring that all member states produce accurate emissions data, the European Commission issued binding guidelines on monitoring, reporting, and verification that set the minimum standards to be used throughout the program. Member states write the facility-specific permits that set forth the legal obligations of the facility, including the applicable monitoring and reporting requirements and the facility’s obligation to surrender allowances equal to its total emissions each year.

The risk of inconsistent enforcement in the EU ETS remains significant. Industries important to a member state’s national economy might successfully exert pressure on their government not to enforce the rules rigorously or to impose harsh sanctions. Also, states inevitably differ in their resources and capacities. Notably, the EU does not have authority to conduct its own compliance inspections. In many ways, the very decentralized approach of the EU ETS was likely a matter of political reality rather than optimal regulatory design.

The ideal enforcement regime for a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program in the United States would forge a middle ground between the centralization of Title IV and the decentralization of the EU ETS. It would place the federal government in the driver’s seat but preserve an important role for states. As typifies cooperative federalism, the federal agency would write the regulations that set the standards for monitoring and enforcement, more of bulk industrial gases; stationary sources producing cement, primary aluminum, or lime; a variety of chemical and petrochemical sources; petroleum refiners; and stationary sources emitting 25,000 or more tons of CO2 equivalent that produce iron and steel, ferroalloys, glass, zinc, or pulp and paper. Id.

191 Email from Anonymous EPA Official, to author (July 6, 2010) (on file with author).


193 Peeters, supra note 12, at 186. States may choose to require third party verification and may establish an accreditation system for such verifiers. Commission Decision 2007/589, 2007 O.J. (L 229) 1, 10 (EC). Yet, ultimately, responsibility for the verification of emissions still lies with each member state. Id. at 32.


195 Peeters, supra note 12, at 186.

196 Id. at 183.

197 See Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 6; Peeters, supra note 12, at 182 (noting that the European Commission determines whether member states are capable of enforcement and may proceed against the member state if it finds a deficiency).

198 See Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 6 (describing how a decentralized approach is consistent with the makeup of the EU political system).
but states would implement and enforce them. As is common in environmental law, states could opt to impose higher standards to attain more accurate data. This would allow states the ability to improve upon federal standards and otherwise innovate. The federal agency would have authority to oversee state enforcement activities and to conduct independent inspections to enforce the program’s requirements directly.

Many of the benefits of centralized cap-and-trade administration could also be gained with careful design of a decentralized program. For example, if EPA were to develop data quality-checking software and reach agreement that all the state agencies would use it, then all data would still go through the same quality-checking software. And if strong communications were established between EPA and state agencies, then regulatory interpretations and enforcement procedures could be relatively harmonized. EPA could also manage a national public database about the program.

In addition to these benefits, the program would have an all-hands-on-board approach rather than suffering from scant enforcement resources. As explained by Professor William Buzbee, “federal law could fail if a lack of monitoring and enforcement destroyed the integrity of the new carbon allowance market. Empowering state and local governments to play their supplementary roles in enforcing the law could be the equivalent of additional cops on the beat.” With states actively involved, irregularities in the reported data could be investigated relatively quickly and easily—potentially as part of the state’s enforcement regime for other air pollution problems. Compliance would be likely to increase through a degree of regulatory redundancy that enables “higher rates of monitoring [and] detection of violations.”

Importantly, the federal agency would have to exercise its oversight and direct enforcement authority to a greater extent than it does under many other environmental laws in which states play a primary enforcement role. Studies have suggested that the environmental enforcement conducted by
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201 Buzbee, supra note 199, at 53.
many states in the past has been weak and inadequate, and EPA has generally been reluctant to use its powers to seek greater quality or consistency among the states. In a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program, EPA would need to do so.

**B. The Role of States**

Given the magnitude of the enforcement task implied by a comprehensive national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme, state agencies should play a much larger role than they did in Title IV. As explained by Professor John Dwyer, “Since the 1970 enactment of the Clean Air Act, legislators and EPA officials have known that the federal government does not have, and probably never will have, the resources to implement federal air pollution policy without considerable state assistance.” Strong state involvement has long been considered essential to confronting conventional air pollution, and states will remain essential in confronting global warming pollution.

The diversity of greenhouse gases and facilities included in a cap-and-trade program has a direct impact on the difficulty of verifying self-monitored and reported emissions. A cap-and-trade program that just regulates CO2 emissions from power plants could likely be enforced in a manner very similar to Title IV, with heavy reliance on highly accurate CEMS data and electronic auditing. In contrast, a cap-and-trade program like the one contemplated by the ACES Act will utilize a wider variety of monitoring methods, generating emissions data that is much more variable in data and form. Some facilities would use CEMS to directly measure their emissions while others would estimate their emissions based on fuel use and other factors. Different methods would require different types of QA/QC techniques and different data reporting rules.

The experience of the RECLAIM cap-and-trade program strongly suggests that verifying such data is likely to require extensive agency resources dedicated to field audits of regulated facilities. In RECLAIM, annual compliance audits were deemed essential to program enforcement. As explained by agency officials who administered RECLAIM, “Auditing of various reports and records became equally important as field enforcement.
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Auditing each facility could take weeks. Any program based on mass emissions needs to take into account the resource needs for adequate enforcement under this new method of measuring compliance.\footnote{Baird et al., \textit{supra} note 1, at 1-3-6.}

For a comprehensive national cap-and-trade program, state resources will need to be relied upon as the front line of enforcement as they have been in other major environmental laws that utilize a cooperative federalism model. States conduct far more inspections and enforcement actions under federal environmental laws than EPA does.\footnote{James Salzman et al., \textit{Regulatory Traffic Jams}, 2 WYO. L. REV. 253, 259 (2002) ("[I]n a good year, EPA will conduct about 22,000 inspections leading to 4000 civil actions; and states . . . will conduct 146,000 inspections and 9000 enforcement actions."); \textit{see also} Markell, \textit{supra} note 203, at 32 (noting that states conduct approximately 90\% of inspections and bring 90\%-90\% of enforcement actions).} They are actively engaged in enforcing a broad range of environmental law requirements at the same facilities that would become part of a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme.\footnote{Id. at 110.}

Moreover, enforcement of the monitoring and reporting regulations of a cap-and-trade scheme would be similar to the enforcement of other pollution standards. The state agencies would write the program permits specifying the applicable monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements, in accordance with federal regulations. Inspections would verify that the required technologies (here, monitoring technologies) are installed and operational. Inspections would ensure that the appropriate records are being kept and that the emissions data reported to the agency are properly calculated. States would be empowered to enforce the program through inspections and enforcement actions independently of the federal agency. These are the types of "command and control" enforcement tasks that state environmental agencies have been successfully carrying out for many years.\footnote{See \textit{Markell, supra} note 203, at 31-32.}

Following the model of State Implementation Plans (SIPs) in the Clean Air Act, states could be required to make a certain showing of capacity in order to be authorized to become the primary enforcer of the national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade system.\footnote{Id. at 110.} In Title IV, states have the authority, but not the obligation, to conduct field audits of state facilities regulated by Title IV.\footnote{See \textit{Dwyer, supra} note 199, at 1193-94.} In a comprehensive greenhouse gas program, as in RECLAIM, it can be projected that regular audits will be necessary for many or most sources. To be granted primacy in enforcing the program, the state would...
have to show that it has both the necessary electronic and physical verification systems in place.

As with SIPs generally, states would likely be interested in acquiring primacy because it gives them some ability to ensure that their industries’ needs are heard and taken into account to the extent possible. As under the Clean Air Act, if EPA determined that a state is not adequately enforcing the program, it could deny or rescind that state’s primacy. Also, states could choose not to assume this enforcement role, in which case EPA would have full authority in its jurisdiction.

While the present discussion focuses on the state’s enforcement role, states may also play other roles in the implementation of a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme. Professor Alice Kaswan has argued that states should be able to make a national cap-and-trade program more stringent within their borders by requiring greater emissions reductions and retiring the associated allowances. Kaswan has also argued that states should retain autonomy within a national cap-and-trade system to impose direct regulatory requirements on capped facilities; regulate the use and integrity of offsets; and impose state specific trading rules that maximize the extent to which emissions of other pollutants harmful to human health are achieved in combination with greenhouse gas emissions reductions. An array of benefits may flow from allowing such state autonomy.

C. Citizen Enforcement

A federal law creating a national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade scheme should also enable a strong citizen enforcement role. Citizen enforcement provisions allow a citizen or citizen group to enforce the law independently of the government, essentially stepping into the shoes of the agency enforcement division. Citizen enforcement provisions have become a standard feature in federal environmental law and are widely considered to have enhanced environmental enforcement.

Citizen enforcement could support and supplement federal and state enforcement in a cap-and-trade program in several ways. If a regulated entity
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reports a greater number of emissions than can be covered by its allowance holdings, but is not penalized by the government for exceeding its cap, then a suit to enforce the cap could be filed. Citizens could also enforce self-monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting rules. If citizen groups have sufficient access to reported data, they could review it to look for irregularities, much as EPA does in its electronic monitoring of Title IV data. Citizen groups might also be able to gather outside evidence that proves inaccuracies in the self-monitoring data or other rule violations.

The key to a strong citizen enforcement role is the provision of data and other information that enables citizens to show that a violation has occurred. Title IV was more transparent than many environmental programs, with information available online about annual emissions and allowance trading. However, to fully enable citizen enforcement, even more information would need to be made publically available. For citizens to be able to effectively monitor compliance and detect irregularities in cap-and-trade program data, they should have greater access to the self-monitoring data. Congress should facilitate such public disclosure through appropriate statutory language, as some of self-monitoring data would likely be argued to constitute confidential business information.

The trend toward more restrictive standing doctrine for federal environmental citizen suits may also present a barrier for plaintiffs. In particular, showing a “concrete and particularized injury” may be difficult for the citizen plaintiff who sues to impose civil penalties on a regulated entity that has misrepresented its emissions in a self-monitoring report. Environmental citizen suit plaintiffs have been most successful in showing standing where the environmental damage at issue physically affects the plaintiff. The United States Supreme Court has stated that it will not
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“entertain citizen suits to vindicate the public’s nonconcrete interest in the proper administration of the laws.”

New statutory language could be helpful to citizen plaintiffs in surmounting standing barriers. In *Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife*, Justice Kennedy stated in concurrence that “Congress has the power to define injuries and articulate chains of causation that will give rise to a case or controversy where none existed before . . . .” Citing this language, the *Massachusetts v. EPA* Court agreed. To enable citizen suits, Congress could insert language that defines the injury to a plaintiff from a facility’s failure to accurately report its emissions.

An early version of the ACES Act, referred to as the Waxman-Markey Discussion Draft, included such language. It defined the class of persons entitled to bring suit broadly as “any person who has suffered, or reasonably expects to suffer, a harm attributable, in whole or part, to a violation or failure to act.” Further, it defined harm as “any effect of air pollution (including climate change), currently occurring or at risk of occurring, and the incremental exacerbation of any such effect or risk that is associated with a small incremental emission of any air pollutant . . . , whether or not the effect or risk is widely shared.” Finally, the discussion draft stated:

> [An effect or risk associated with any air pollutant . . . shall be considered attributable to the violation or failure to act concerned if the violation or failure to act slows the pace of implementation of this Act or compliance with this Act or results in any emission of greenhouse gas or other air pollutant at a higher level than would have been emitted in the absence of the violation or failure to act.]

By making actionable the risk of a widely shared harm, this language would have eased the way for plaintiffs to show standing.

Critics of citizen suit provisions have suggested that they may reduce the effectiveness of environmental laws by “producing costly and crippling litigation.” Critics are often suspicious of the motivations of citizen groups, contending that many citizen suits are “arbitrary and frivolous and serve
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mostly to exact attorneys’ fees out of companies.”238 And even those that see
great value in citizen enforcement recognize that it may also impede desirable
cooperative enforcement interactions between the regulators and regulated
entities.239 Yet, in actuality, “principled motivations” have predominated and to
the extent there are unwarranted suits, the courts serve as gatekeepers.240
Many commentators have documented how citizen suits serve as a useful
complement and supplement to government enforcement.241

One argument against citizen suits is that they interfere in the discretion
of the agency to choose to penalize or not to.242 In several cap-and-trade
programs, excess emissions penalties are automatic.243 So, if they are not
imposed and a citizen sues over this, then there should be no concern about
a loss of agency discretion. In situations where a citizen suit might instead
target violations of self-monitoring and reporting rules that affect the
accounting of their emissions, the law has not provided for automatic
sanctions that express the intention that all such violation should be
penalized. Yet, discovery and penalization of reporting errors is, as described
above, essential to maintaining a level playing field for all the regulated
entities. In this context, the concerns about interfering with agency
discretion are less pronounced in cap-and-trade regulation than in other
regulatory programs.

Some commentators might assert that citizen suits are part of an old
model of environmental regulation—the litigious, inefficient “command and
control” model—and that they are inappropriate in a market based
regulatory approach like cap-and-trade.244 However, in cap-and-trade
regulation, reliable enforcement is even more important than it is in direct
regulation, and citizen enforcement is just as important or more important
than a supplement to government enforcement. While Title IV seems to have
been well enforced and there have not been any citizen enforcement suits,245
there is no guarantee that future cap-and-trade programs will be so.
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D. Third Party Verification

Responding to the need for highly accurate data and the limits on governmental resources, some cap-and-trade programs have required third party verification of self-monitored data. The EU ETS and California’s greenhouse gas cap-and-trade programs are examples. Third party verification offers advantages in the quest for accurate data, but it also brings with it the complication of adding a new actor to the enforcement process.

In a cap-and-trade program that requires third party verification, an independent, non-governmental entity is contracted by a facility to verify its emissions data before they are reported.\footnote{See Jennifer Rohleder, The Role of Third party Verification in Emissions Trading Systems: Developing Best Practices, SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL’Y, Winter 2006, at 26, 26.} The verifier has the responsibility of ensuring that the facility has monitored and reported emissions in accordance with applicable rules.\footnote{Id. at 3.} Third party verification for cap-and-trade systems is in some ways similar to other types of auditing processes, particularly financial auditing, but it is different in that the verifier is generally expected to have a technical background in pollution control.\footnote{Kruger & Egenhofer, supra note 3, at 7.}

Like audits conducted by a governmental verifier, audits conducted by a third party would be very likely to increase the accuracy of self-monitored and reported data.\footnote{Id.} Requiring third party verification has the benefit of avoiding the creation of new or expanded bureaucracies to perform the accounting-like work of emissions verification. It is possible that private entities may be more able to develop efficient verification approaches that might develop into trusted industry standards.\footnote{See Rohleder, supra note 246, at 26 (noting that emissions data must be subject to verification in order to be trustworthy).}

The EU ETS relies heavily on third party verification. Under the EU guidelines, member states may require that regulated entities use third party verifiers if they do not have the capacity to verify emissions themselves.\footnote{Id. at 28.} Each member state has the authority to set up its own procedures for the accreditation of verifiers.\footnote{Id. at 20.} In practice, all but three of the twenty-seven member states have set up rules for accrediting independent verifiers.\footnote{Id.} In twenty member states, the member state subjected at least some of the verified emissions reports to additional checks to monitor the quality of the verification process.\footnote{Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124; see also Peeters, supra note 12, at 187 (discussing requirement for verification and option to use independent verifiers).} In all but seven member states, governmental authorities have the right to adjust the verified emissions reports if they are deemed unsatisfactory.\footnote{Kruger, Oates & Pizer, supra note 65, at 124 (noting further that there are efforts underway to encourage the harmonization of such accreditation processes).}
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California currently requires third party verification for its Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting program, as would a future California cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gases. While third party verification was optional for emissions reported in 2009, it is required in 2010. The third party verification requirement of the mandatory reporting rule would remain in place after a California cap-and-trade system came into force in 2012.

Significant practical and legal issues may arise in an enforcement system that relies on third party verification. With third party verification, the government must become the verifier of the verifiers. To do this, there may be a need for new legal authorities allowing governmental entities to inspect verifier entities and sanction them if necessary.

At the beginning of a program, concerns are also likely to arise about whether there will be enough verifiers with the necessary level of expertise. To the extent that states set forth and apply strict accreditation requirements, there may be too few. Another issue is how to attain sufficient consistency in the monitoring reports. Inconsistencies may result from differences in the competence and judgment of third party verifiers. They may also result from differences in how third party verifiers interpret their task under applicable regulations and guidance documents.

Third party verification adds an additional actor to the legal compliance process, and this new actor’s legal powers and liabilities with respect to the other actors in the compliance process need to be determined. For example, in situations where a verifier fails to perform his duties or is otherwise deemed to be in violation of the rules of the program, the legal status of its client facilities may come into question. Would the verifier or the facility be legally responsible for appropriate penalties? Is the verifier legally required to inform the state of errors or irregularities detected in particular facilities? In what ways are verifiers agents of the state as well as agents of the owners of the facility? Similar questions have been confronted in the area of financial auditing, and they would need to be considered and resolved in this new context as well.
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V. CONCLUSION

The enforcement history of United States pollution law raises many questions about the government’s ability to collect reliable emissions data. Government environmental agencies have generally not had sufficient resources to conduct monitoring on a frequent basis, and they came to rely heavily on self-monitoring and reporting of emissions data by pollution sources. While agencies received a lot of data the reporting requirements that were established, agencies rarely verified such data. Absent verification, inaccuracies of all types—whether due to mere sloppiness or conscious misreporting—go undetected and unsanctioned.

In this context, the prospect of a new national cap-and-trade program to control greenhouse gas emissions presents significant enforcement challenges. The monitoring burden of a cap-and-trade scheme is high: To enforce the cap, the government must have an accurate accounting of all greenhouse gases emitted by all facilities regulated by the program. Given constraints on governmental resources, self-monitoring and reporting will inevitably form the basis of the emissions accounting, and these data will require robust verification to prevent intentional and unintentional misreporting that would affect both the program’s market integrity and its environmental integrity.

A key design question regards whether program enforcement should be centralized in the federal government or decentralized. Title IV, which in many ways serves as a model for a national greenhouse gas program, took a highly centralized approach to program administration: EPA carried out almost all essential functions, and the states did very little. In many ways, this model worked well for Title IV.

This Article argues, however, that a comprehensive national greenhouse gas cap-and-trade system that regulates several different greenhouse gases and many different industries, should take a more decentralized approach to enforcement. While EPA would still play a critical role in setting the rules for the program and overseeing their enforcement, states would also have major enforcement roles as they have under most other environmental pollution control laws that take a cooperative federalism approach. In addition, citizen enforcement should be enabled through providing ample public access to reported emissions data that would allow citizen groups to also detect violations. Finally, third party verification of emissions data should be considered based on the strong need for accurate data and the chronic enforcement resource limitations that governments experience. While obtaining reliable emissions data may be costly, it will be essential to the program’s success.